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The Bentley S1 Continental was 
once considered both the fastest 
and the most expensive road car 
in the world. It’s top speed was 
120 mph, in an era where a 
standard road car’s top speed, 
was roughly half  of  that. The 
thing that makes the Bentley so 
special isn’t just the speed, its 
how effortlessly this beautiful 
motorcar reaches it. The comfort 
is often described as being similar 
to that of  your favourite 
armchair. It’s brilliantly British 
and every aspect from the engine 
to the coachwork was 
handcrafted by experts of  each 
trade.  

This Park Ward, 2-door matching numbers saloon (BC49CH, BC48C) was originally purchased in 
1957, supplied by Jack Barclay of  London. There are some early servicing records that would suggest 
that this car has been well looked after during its early life. The majority of  the paper work starts from 
1990 when the car was converted to a Drophead by AB Price. The interior (including the hood) has 
since been re-trimmed twice, the most recent being in 2015 when over £50,000 was invested on the 
interior, woodwork & chrome by coachwork specialists Simtrim. Between engineering specialists Padgett 
Motor Engineers, Bentley experts Frank Dale & Stepsons and Simtrim, this car has undergone 
£200,000 worth of  restoration & servicing since 1990. The attention to detail really shows on the car, 
and its recommended to arrange a viewing to appreciate this stunning example. 

The car is offered as part of  a two car collection, however both cars can be purchased separately. When 
together, they make a powerful statement, combined with the matching colours it is an impressive 
spectacle. When apart, both cars still hold their own and would be a great addition to any classic car 
collection. Both cars start effortlessly, these are not museum pieces and have been setup/maintained to 
be driven. The current owners private collection manager has cherished these cars and has always 
ensured the cars do not sit stagnant whilst the owner is away on business. The cars are being sold to 
pave way for a very special project.

1957 Bentley S1 Park Ward Continental Drophead 
(Adaptation) 

- Full engine, gearbox and automatic transmission restoration, 
completed by the highly prestigious Padgett Motor Engineers - 

- Coach trimming carried out by specialist Simtrim - 
- Immaculate condition and ready to be driven - 

- Odometer currently reads 55,597 miles - 
- V5 document showing 2 former keepers - 

1956 Bentley S1 Sports Saloon (7401) 

- Invoices from the highly prestigious Padgett 
Motor Engineers for work on the chassis, rear 

body, mechanics and servicing - 
- Long distance aluminium fuel tank fitted -   

- Immaculate condition and ready to be driven - 

- Odometer currently reads 43,808 miles - 

- Rare body style (1 of  27 made worldwide) -

1957 Bentley S1 Fastback 

- Undergoing an in-house “body-off ” restoration - 

- Engine, gearbox and differential rebuild 
completed by Bentley restoration specialists Padgett 

Motor Engineers - 

- To be finished in its original velvet green paint - 

- The interior trim will be crafted using a Connolly 
Vaumol light tan (VM3309) hide -  

Other Bentleys in our collection 


